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INTF:ODUCTIDN

This paper proposes an overview of a possible model manaSement
s~stem desisn with an emphasis on the subs~stem dealins with a user's
problem structurinS. It Soes alons the lines of the seneral ideas
discussed b~ J. Elam [8] as far as makins modellins an intesral part of
the s~stem via a concept processinS facilit~. A set ~p potential wa~s
for solvins issues ~aised bs J. Elam is inv~stisated usinS a semantic'
network 5tructure borrowed from R. Brachman [2J after a description of
a decision supportssstem functions and components. The purpose here is
to prepare for what I believe to be a fruitful and promisinS openins in
mode l mana~.!f?m0)r·lt::;\:!stf!!!mdf?i;;:i.ii.lnr(~)i;.\~!a"i'ch.ThulE>v thf:)Ci(0n,::;:i.t\:!o f th(~!
material presented and the relative lack of illustrative explanations
come from the ba5e settins aspect of the work.

The author is solels responsible for the content of this paper
reflectins his work for an individual stud~ taken durins the sprinS term
1980, under the supervision of Dr. Jo~ce Elam at the Decision Sciences
Department of the Wharton School. He is indebted to Dr. J. Elam and
Dr. J. Henderson who kindl~ listened to earls ideas and encourased him
to pursue the work.

OR/MS CONCEPTUAL MODELLING

In the world of decision makinSy the methodolos~ of modellins has
become central as it represents the modern wa~ of analssis. As a
conseQuence, manaSement science is universalls understood as modellins
science. What a model is, should be, or should not be has hence
constituted a harsh subject of arSument, still soios on. But, as thinss
in this dsnamic world have to somehow move forth, the lack of universal
definition for it does not prevent ever~one from dealins with it on a
dails basis .with a lot of comfort. iversone has his/her own idea of
what a "model" is.
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some description of somethins which needs to
decided, etc •• and do not exist in the nature
the~ have to be built.

Modellins is buildins models. Unfortunatel~, it can be done in
numerous wass, makins the science as difficult as it is known to be.
However, decision makins has the particl..llarit~of facinS situations and
s~stems that ,present some t~pes of recurrences and/or resemblances which
have enabled scientists and researchers to construct and classifs models
and representations with well understood methods snd techniQues.. The
model builder's Job is now to Jossle around with a real world' situation
and find an appropriate method for it; i.e., fillins a set of
assumptions andsatisf~inS a set of properties and objectives, subject
'l~oand I,JCl"(,1-:.:i. nii.l 1.4:i.t.h:i.n thf?·mDci(,'!].' s .:;;\:~nE'r~l!\~,. Th:i.';:;:i.l;;Ci;~11(·:!dc onsultat :i.on t
findinS a path in an intricate conceptual JunSle from a real world to a
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complex maze of techni~ues and methods~ throush
definitions, descriptions, deductions and inductions. and
.Job « iii'::; I alT'f:~ad\:1'::;tatf.~d:i.t.

a,::;,::;umpt:i.Cln'::;,
back • 'roUii~h

Fortunatel~ -- but not too much --, consultants dCl it b~ explicitl~
OT' implicitl~ catesorizinS, brdeT'ins, associatins, etc., th~ two ends of
theiT' rainbows: .the models on one hand, and the usaSe of these mddels
on the Clther hand.

Indeed, a taxonom~ of models accoT'dinS to their similarities Clr
contrasts or other cClnceptual T'elationships, and a taxonoms of
ciT'cumstances of use of the methods simplif~ the consultant's ta~k and
provides him/her with templates on the Srounds of which to decide which
is adeQuate to what.

To illustrate this. let's consider fiSure 1 SivinS an example of a
taxonom~ of methClds in the field of multiple criteria decision makins,
borT'owed fT'om [10l. The models are cateSClT'izedexplicitl~ accClT'dinS to
their respective apPT'oaches. As for the specifications of uses of these
methods,fiSuT'e 2, drawn fT'om the same refeT'encer illustrates a taxonom~
of uses which determines the adeGuac~ for some apPT'oaches based on a set
of assumptions and featuT'es. What fiSure 2 represents is in fact the
skeleton of a consultant's mCldellins methodolos~ in the field of
multiple cT'iteria decision makins. It is essentiall~ a GueT'S of basic
concepts that have definite msppinS potentialities in the consultant's
mind towaT'ds a conte~t of models. This is the characteT'istic that I

. l""DU]. 1,.1 I :i. k~? tel ~:)l'ilpha,::;:i. :<~E) h(-:)Y'(-:~.
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Multiple Objective/Multiple Attribute Decision Methods

.....•

A. Weighting Methods
1. Inferred preferences

a. Linear regression
b.' Analysis of variance
c. Quasi-linear regression

2. Directly assessed preferences: general aggregation
a. Trade-offs
b. Simple additive weighting
c. Hierarchical additive weighting
d. Quasi-additive weighting ,

3. Directly assessed preferences: specialized aggregation
a. Maximin
b. Maximax

B. Sequential Elimination Methods
1. Alternative versus standard: comparison across attributes

.a. Disjunctive and conjunctive constraints
2. Alternative ver9uS,8+,ternative: comparison across attributes

a. Dominance ..
<,..,3.Alternative ver-susalternative: comparison across alternatives

a. Lexicography
b. Elimination by aspects

C. Mathematical Programming Methods
1. Global objective function

a. Lf.nearprogramming
2. Goals in constraints

a. Goal programming
3. Local objectives: interactive

a. Interactive, multi-criterion programming
D. Spatial Proximity Methods

1. Iso-preference graphs.
a. Indifference map

2. Ideal points
a. Multi-dimensional, non-metric scaling

3. Graphical preferences
a. Graphic:al overlays

,FiSure 1 - A TaxonOffi~ of Models
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Method Specification Chart

Is the purpose normative
rather than descriptive?

Yes

Will a direct assessment
references be valid and

process model
desired?

No

Are alternatives
compared to stand-
ards rather than
to each other?

~

-".
A.I "D.2.~)~

( B.l.a )
~. @

yes
B.l.a
B.3.b

.•• ..or.

Will the result of
implementing the
alternatives be

determined by only
the b~st (or ~orst)
attribute values?

Yes

~
'3'~-'\
A.3. b j
/

e t e alternat1ves to
be designed rather than

chosen from a list?

of preference

I
Inter-

attribute
ranking

t t

~:i::)~)0·:)
J ~ __

::;lotal Goals
~~:ective and1 deviaJions

:'~~",8·2•a\ ~. ~. a ;

"'- ••• t

Inter-
attribute
weights

~
'-, /

C.3.a )( D.3.a
/ \ J
.•• ."<, -_../

Inter-
and intra-
attribute
",eights

@'2'~"'\A.2.c .
,~~~~~/

Local
trade-
offs

Trade-
offs

Intra-
attribute
ranking

F :i.~jr..I T'(:') ;;;: A Taxonoms of Uses
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I have thus brousht ~orth¥ in essence9
.consultinS is mappins ~rom a conceptual world o~
into a conceptual world of methods? establishins
~ormer partis concepts and the latter part's ones.

that the process o~
situations and s~stems
a iink bet0een the

ENHANCING MODEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

In a computerized model manaSement s~stem CMMS), methods are
implemented to receive as input well speci~ied and ~ormatted data. Data
base manaSement s~stems (DBMS) are desisned to handle retrievins,
~ormattins, and orsanizins data ~iles ~or models to be run, accordins to
speci~ications. A MMS is a step above in sophistication in that it
comes UP with ihose speci~ications. It provides a user with in~ormation
about the models and can per~orm tasks like descriptions. example
displa~s, inter~acinS, etc.,and therefore extends and sives power to a
DBMS when coupled to one. Ideall~Y a step hisher towards the per~ect
MMS would be a s~stem that could automati~all~ structure a user's ideas,
and shape them so as to sive him/her a choice of appropriate models ~or
solvins his/her problem [8,9J.

The Question that naturall~ comes to mind now is: assumins that it
is possibie to build such a s~stem, what tasks should it need to
per~orm? Problem structurins IS ver~ difficult to an~ individual in a
Seneral world, and desisnins an all purpose intelliSent computer s~stem
is still Dr. Frankenstein's dream. However, restrictins our knowledse
domain to an operations research and manaSement science environment --
at least a well formalized subset of such an environment and
structurins its concepts into a consistent epistemolosical formalism
should provide a coherent sround to achieve a mappins between a
situatioh to model and a satisfwins mathematical model. Of course, it
would take Quite a deal o~ semantics and semantic processins hishlw
condi.tioned b~ the consistenc~ of the formalism under10ins the knowledse
domain. This domain beins the Knowledse base throush which to process
~rom one end the user's concepts -- to the other -- the models'
concepts. Creatins and linkins conceptual entities reQuires a ver~
smart Quer~ins s~stem whose inferencins power would rel~. on both
structural tonsistentw and heuristic processinS.

It is towards desiS~ins this sort 6f computer s~stem that I wish to
aim this studw. The attempt here is to propose potential answers to the
folloftJ:i.nSCHjf~'st:i.on~;:(1.) I!:; it rossIble ·to r'~?pr·e·::;entin a cDns:i.i:;t.f?nt,
complete, and cDherent waw on a machine a knowledse domain so as to have
the s~stem access associations Df concepts leadins to deductions ~nd
inferences in a humanlike manner? (2) If the previous prDblem is
solved, is it ~Dssible PDssible to prDSram a machine to ·intellisentl~U
Querw a user b~sed on the represented knowledse?

The first Question is structural whereas the second is procedural,
but both are purel~ epistemolosical. The dependence of the latter on
the fDrm~r Sives a natural order of reflection. Indeed, be~ore thinkins
of I..Im:i.n!:J s 0m0) kn(Jt.-Jlf.~d!!-~0~!' :i.t i!:; nf!!Cf,);:;;:;aT'::ithat thE) 1··:.no~·Jlf:)d!:!.f~'·l:i.E)
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~;;()mE)\<Jh~?1'(-:: • This; (-:);<p1 i:> :i. rns I-.)f"l!:ithi1:; !:;tud!:!1;;ti:lr·t(-::dfC)CU1;;:i.n~;~on r-(·:l:;~::ar-ch :i.n!i.~·
an ad~Guate structure bs investisatins the work done in the field of
knowledse representation before prospectins what pert~ins to knowledse
processins. The latter is a more difficult area whose stase of
understandinS todas does not So besond structure manipulation. General
inferencins alsorithms arB not available but routines particular to
contextual domains -- idiossncratic inferencins -- are sufficient. Thes
will be w~itten in terms of basic knowledse processinS utilities.

A MMS doted with a problem
.,,;cd:i. (:.I kn o w1 (-:.'cl!.:!,E) b a1;;€.) and "1
0:nh<:>l"IcE)d.

structurins subssstem cClmposed Clf a
"smart" processor is thus tremendClusls

SYSTEM GENERAL DESCRIPTION

I w6uld like to explainv as an overall imaSe, what a decision
support ssstem with a-co~cept prClcessins facilits could f"erfor~. Its
basic functions are definins functions, validatins functiClns, - and
checkins functions. With such functions a user with a specific problem
in mind would provide interactivels inputs for threemaih phases: d

problem structurins phase; a model validatins phaseP and a model
runnins phase. As I detail the foresoins ssstem, I shall trs to
pinpClint characteristics and issues that will determine criteria for the
relevance of the knowledse representation presented in a later section.

1.0 BASIC FUNCTIONS

Thf::t. i:, 1;;I~.1;; to bE:
DefininS functions

performed bs the
will ,deal with

ssstem are of three classes.
and within a conceptual knowledse

base, defininS concepts and instances pertainins to and characterizins
the user's problem in.hislher terms. "makins SClme sense" in the domain
context. ValidatinS functions will ensure that what the ssstem
"understood" frClm the user's input is somehow what s/he meant. Finalls,
checkins functions will make sure that eversthins is structuralls sound
and corrs :i. 1;;tf::nt"

1.1 Definins Functions

As the use~ interacts with the ssstem slhe has conceptual entities
in mind in terms of which slhe knows about hislher problem. Assumins
that the knowledse base comprises these concepts the first t~sk for the
ssstem is tCl create concepts and instances related to those concepts
which constitute its "mind", in order to represent the user's entities
and their explicit or implicit semantic import. This should be causht
bs the representational power of the knowledse base and how it carries
all infor~ation that makes a concept be that concept. Attributes and
rdles thes plas within a concept, eversthins should have implicitlY
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access to a whole epistemolo~ical inheritance
properties. The d~finin~ functions will actual18
representation structure to ~uide the user.

of
rilakE)

cc)nc~:)pt~;
USf:" of

<:lnci
tt'l~:)

To illustrate this let's think of a user dealin~ with a Production,
Distribution, and Inventor8 (PDI) problem. There is production of ~oods
at plants, then shipment of these ~oods to distribution centers. sa8,
The model into which the s8stem could tr8 to map this situation would be
a network of nodes and arcs, plants and distribution centers bein~
~odes, and shippin~ r~utes bein~ arcs. The s8stem should then be,
ca~a~le of intelli~ent18 tracin~ a path of c6ncept association to define
an instance of the co~cept ARC with attributes FROM/NODE and TO/NODE to
be SHIPPING with accordin~ attributes PLANT and DISTRIBUTION/CENTER
fillin~ the instantiated concept's attributes. As we shall see later,
the Structured-Inheritance Network representation suPPorts this
capabilit8, and more, and its associated lan~ua~e KLONE provides
appropriate primitive functions with which to build the s8st~m's
definin~ fun~tions [2,3,4,5J.

1.2 Validatin~ Functions

Human knowled~e is hi~hl8 idios8ncratic. eonceptualizin~ the sam~
entit8 is done Quite different18 for different persons. Th~s, in an
e~chan~e between two persons, a constant validation process 15 present

of course, unconsciousl8 -- in order to make sure that both parties
talk about the same thin~. Because of the fact that at each conc~ptual
stimulus much is implicitl8 meant at the same time, a necessar8
assumption makin~ mechanism (in computer terms: default value
assi~nment mechanism) is to be used in order to cut down the burden of
askin~ recursive18. and therefore indefinitel8' for detailed conceptual
inh('·)l"':j.tanc~(0.Hf?nce~!1 val:i.dation fl..Il""lct:i.c)n!:;,!"·'la'::~th~? ro Le of com t na back
to the USer with assumed values when these need be activated in some
fashion, to either confirm a previousl8 m~de h8Pothesis. or adjust it
whe·!1"ineC~f:)!:;!:;a1"\:~.Such functi orrs o!..l~~htto fJ~;':' CaFi:ll')l(~'elf m;:l:i.nt."l:i.n:i.n~.\
c;c)ncf.~!,·:·tualcoris:i. '::;tf!.~nc\:;,<:In(i'ar~IUf:)u i t.h thf? U'::;~:) 1" u·pon (·:·)nc(;)unt.("!Y' :i. n~.:.l
incohe1"ent values, and 1"esolve them.

For instance, takins the PDI context a~ain, a user statins that
s/he is ,shippins ~oods from Houston to Houston should tri~ser a reactiori
from the s8stem. S/he would be answered somethins like "It does not-
I'flakE)much ,::;~;,'n,::;f!.·)to 1..1'::; to l::.h:i.p f Y'OIYl<:1 F'li!lC(0to t.h~:~':::.i:lmf:!p 1aCI!:~!) un I(.:)~:;~:;
~ou could provide some clarification on how this could happen".
Dependin~ on what. t.he user meant, an inconsistenc8 ma8 be resolved, or
an input errDr ma8be corrected.

Validatin~ functions, too,
power Df the kDowled~e base.
·thf.·) ppi nc :i. p:I. (-:)•

depend heavil8 on the represent.ational
KLONE primi~ives, I believe, can support
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1.3 Checkins Functions
This last set of functions is more primitive than the previous

ones, and are related to s~ntactic structural soundness of the "learned"
knowledse created during interaction with the user. In this sense, the~
are not noticeable b~ the user and form a kind of compiler for the
repyesentation formalism. For example? a concept canncit have th~ same
concept for superconcept and subconcept.

2.0 SYST£M COMPONENTS

AsI said earlier, the decision support s~stem decomposes itself
into three main' stages: problem structurins, model validation, and
model execution. This deco~position underlies the logical procedure of
mCld~:)ll.:i.ni.:~•

2.1 P~oblem Structuring

As a user IClgs on a regular model management s~stem, the
interaction offered, although it ma~ give the illusion of intelligent
Guer~Y is essentiall~ a hierarchical menu of commands and routines which
is inevitabl~ risid, and preconditions in a deterministic was a template
structure i~to which .the user has to fit his/her problem. As a
contrast, a ssstem allowing one to define his/her own concepts and
hencefClrth tr~ing to tie them inferentialls to those of some models
would give a heuristic power that vers much resembles a human. ' .consultant's was. The part of the ssstem responsible for this task
cClnstitut~s the problem structurins module. The context the
application domain -- being common to bClth the user and the s~stem,
Seneral cbncepts such as basic activiti~s and tspical processes
involved, should bear enough information for the ssstem to infer as much
as possible, and also prompt for more stimuli when needed.

Works like the ones of Moore [11l, and Collins, et al [7J, explored
the issue of reasoning from incomplete knowledse. The latter present a
taxonomic approach to wass and circumstances of automatic inference
processes in a computer aided instruction (CAI) environment based on a
semantichetwork representation of memors [6J. The CAI context bears
considerable resemblance with our problem structuring ssstem in that the
parti~s interaetins learn from one funother.

The problem of convergence of such a reciprocal learning process is
·the interest of the next module: the model validation.
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2.2 Model Validation

It is hoped~ i~ the process of ~Lructurin~ one's problem, that
closure b~ eventualls reache8 in achievin~ conver~ence towards some
modelv in ~ consistent was for both the user and the ssstem. For this
purposey the ssstem must h~ve the capabilits of "makin~ some sense" out
of the user's input~ and vice-versa. the user's concep~s are expected
to be found so~e analosous counterpart~ in the ssstem's knowled~e base.
The·:·)r-ero T'f.~p a fac :i.l:i. t\:!mak in~:~s u r~:)that both a~.:iY'~:)e,,!on the·:)ana 1Cl:.:l.'::t!1mi:~k(·:)
the same set of assumptions, and feel comfortable doins so. is
necessars. Model validation tasks are principalls checkins for
conceptual inconsistencies. resolvins cClnceptual inconsistencies.
explorinS inferential conseauences of hspotheses which mas lead to
conceptual inconsistencies, and finalls. reach validation of p~evious
defaulted assumptions. It is in the ssstem desi~n process that such
modules are to be strateSicalls set into a validation code.

Thereo?is no s.uch th in~ to dat0! to m\:! knou Iii;.'d:::f~:·!a;;;·Sl:~'nf:)rs 1
inferrins al~orithms. Thus, situations will have to be well understood
as major determinants of this phase, idi~;;.sncraticls if not universal Is.
Hopefulls. factors like the clDsure Df the applicatiDn knowledse base.
and a thorou~h preliminars investi~atiCln of MMS usa~e, are likels to
ci T'CUm;;;(n':i. t:.lf£' a T'(,,) 1at :i. Vt:') 1\::!':;;Il'ia11 f;;t:)·telf f;;:i.tuat ions to tJt~t I'(·:)at(,·)ci,. tIn
on~oins experiment towaI'ds buildin~ this SOI't of facilits tends to ~ive
credit to this view.

2.3 MDdel Execution

The aim Df the ~ser is tD find a mathematical decisiDn mDdel to run
with his/her specific input. TheI'efoI'e, the ultimate stase and the
tar~et of someone usin~ the ssstem is runnin~ some actual cDde~

Once conceptual conne~tiDns are established between the user's
problem and and adeauate Il'iDdel,the latter Clusht tD be fed data and run,
~utoll'iaticalls. Data Dr~anizatiDn specific tD a mDdel is interfaced via
a classical DBMS from user specified sources.

At this sta~e, the user is cDmfortable with the prDblem mDdellin~
and is familiar with eveI'sthins that Il'iust'beprovided foI' input in
his/her terms, and will be siven sDlutiDns in his/her terms also.

SEMANTIC NETWORKS

In this sectiDn, I
representation research
memoY's structures until

abI'ief summarizins surves of knowled~e
since the fiI'st appeaI'ances of semantic

F··Y'E)l;;.",')nt
dCH'H?

toda\~.;

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------~/
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In the last twelve wears, the issue of representins knowledse in a
machine based on the idea of concept associations has been lurins Quite
a number of creative scientists. The research has blossomed into a verw
fruitful number of representations of associative mem6rw as a basis of
model for a humanlike knowledsebase. Since earlw and relativelw
simplistic models like Quillian's TLC [13J, and Carbonell's SCHOLAR [6J,
artificial intellisence investisators. as much as psscholosists,
linsuists. philosophers, and other obsc~re computer scientists of the
"esoteric" side -- as opposed to the. automatic theorem provinS Sroup of
losicians constitutins the formal hard core of artificial intellisence
-- have formed a Sroup of semantic network and lansuase believers. Much
is still SoinS on, and the area promises ~o be a vers fruitful and
(·,!:-:c:i. t i nli.!cme ,

Linsuists particularlw. if not exclusivels. were the ones to Sive
the subject a close look durins the earlw seventies -- since the birth
of c· e: II' •., r' ·t· .', ..,' .. ., ·t· I I" " I. ,.. :, ,.. .., .,I' ... ]"'j -< .,.1 t.c ~.., ., C)"("( l o : '1' t. I:" t"l: ., ., .. .., .. I ...J .:>.~. I,,, I, ..l.. '1(" .·."l.lT:> ••. :> ",i. 'I(')vJ .. (·o(.~:.~.,I..1 ,t) 1..\f., .. ro o (.)\." vJl ..,ll'". :U.l l",'l·~:>

pioneerins work [12.13J. That resulted in the verw used but rather
chaot.ic (for reesorrs of' T':i.~i.l:i.dit\:!)cai:;(~)str-uc tur-e in n<-:;·tr,.,loT'I··:.i:;lik~:) t.hose
desisned bw Shapiro [17J, Rieser [14Jl Simmons [18J, etc. All these
nets aT'e based on cent~alizinS an actiDn on the veT'b whose aSent (or
subject) would but not necessaT'ils cDmmit the action (the verb) on a
possible DbJect. The common flaw in all the case structure
representa~ions is that the concept of concept is understood in a rather
intuitive fashio~ as showed bw Brachman in his dissertatiDn [2].

In an excellent SUT'vew that has also the merit of beins the recent
and complete published in the area [4], he shows that eversone adopted a
uni~orm conventiDn: as concepts are entities subject to associations.
thew are simplisticl.w defined as nodal units interrelated with as manw
t~pes ot linkaSes as specificallw needed. It thus appeared that what a
concept was was not easw to perceive and even less to be put into a
msch i 1""1(7) •

HDwever, mDst of the experiments weT'e somehow successful doins a
s~newhat intellisent wDrk. But, except for non-network T'epT'esentations
like Schank's [16J, the structure of knowledse was verw particularized
to their e~perimental domains. If successful for the knowledse base and
the procedures locallw desisned, the ambisuous, incomplete. or too larse
set of primitive nodes and links was ver~ hard or impossible to
translate into another domain of application. In fact, even Schank's
T'epT'esentationhad the notion of concept not cleaT'l~ set.

P. Winston [19J was amDnS the fiT'st tD be concerned with
epistemolosical bases for semantic networks. Also, as the seventies
faded, the area expanded from nets to include lansuaSes like KRL [1],
and FRL [15J, for knowledse repT'esentation and manipulation, offerins a
complex'data structuT'e immediatel~ codable as a network knowledse base.

Unfortunatel~,· the difficults of definins a standard, well
understood Srammar for semantic networks persisted. The reason was that
th~ notion of concept vaT'ied wildl~ with the network desisner's
intuition. Not before a paper b~ Woods [20J was published in 1975, was
this Question tackled as such. What a concept is, ho~ to capture its
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internal attributes tied bs properties, examples and instances,
associations, connotations of meanin~s, deductions and intelli~ent
:i.nf(-i)T't~ncini~'and vJhmt .nots Irrto ,:1 \4(·::11d~?f:i.n*~'d,comr·:·l(,·:t.•.?, and min i.m eI
apPc>ratu~:;of lo!!t:i..c·:::.~·Is thill.'chall •.:~n~;(f::.In hia PhD t..h(,·:~:;:i.~::.at Harvar'd, F~,·
Brachman came UP with a network fo~malism suPPortin~ parts of answers to
this challen~e: the sQ-called Structured-Inheritance Networks
(SI····N(·?t!::·)•

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION USING SI-NETS

The purPQse Qf this section is tD summarize the basics of R.
Brachman's representatipn fDrmalism which I think is powerful and
explicit enou~h so as to make a ssstem of the kind we described above be
practicalls envisa~eable. For more details and in-depth discussion on
the material presented here, refer to [2,3J.

Brachman distin~uishes two tspes of basic concepts: a ~eneric
cQncept tspe defined as a prQtotspical object whose description of parts
and structure characterizes eventual individual objects .so as to makS
them be instances Qf the conceptthes individuate; and an individual
concept tspe which is the one of the instances of Seneri~ concepts. A
third virtual concept tspe isa parametric individual concept tspe which
is used in the descriptive part of a ~eneric concept as a cops of some
other ~eneric concept. J

A ~eneric ~oncept (represented as an oval node) is a set of
att.ributive parts definin~ roles within this concept. Generic rQles,
thus called because thes are attached to a ~eneric concept (represented
bs a SGuare nQde), are internal parts of a concept made UP of so-~alled
role facets. These facets identifs a rQle and are:

ROLENAME: a mnemonic label for the role plased .bs the attribute in
the defined concept; e.~.,TAIL in the ~oncept ALLIGATOR.

VALUE/RESTRICTIONt a ~eneric concept indicatin~the sort of entits
with which the role is expected to be· filled in a individual
instance Qf t~w concept.

. 1

MODALITY: statin~ that the attribute IS Necessars, Derived, or
Opt:i.onal,.

NUMBER: a predicate tellin~ how mans fillers are allowed for the
at-t, r Lbut •.:·).

Fi~ure 3 ~ives an example of a ~eneric concept:
UPRIGHTs and a LINTEL.
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Fie8re 3 - A SI-Net Concept

A eeneric concept is not completel~ defined without describine· how
its roles eo tosether; e.~., what makes the difference between a pile
of b T' Lck s and a stack Df thf:~ '::;amf::'by':i. ck 1:; ,. Thf:" s t ruc t,u r·ii.<1 c~/)nd:i. -1:, ion
(SIC) takes care of this. Ver~ much like a dictionar~ defines a word in
terms Df other wDrds, a SIC describes a concept in terms of Dther
concepts. To the precision that the cDncepts used in a SIC are virtual
cDPies Df concepts instead Df those cDncepts themselves, as the~ are
instances parameterized b~ the concept to which description the~
contribute. The~are thus called Parametric Individual Concepts (PIC),
or Paraindividual~, (represented b~ dDuble Dval nodes) and their roles.
(rf?pr·€;'~;;f:~ntf?dbl:~ doubl(~:~:;(~Ui:l Y'f:: nodes ) .co T'Pf:,'::;PClnd:i.n!:.~to thf?:I'D 1E:1,; :i.n th0:
concept the~ ·paraindivid~ate" cDreference the TDles Df the described
cDncept. This is wh~ the~ are called wcorefrDles".

Fisure 4 illustrates a SIC fDr the cDncept ARCH statin~ that the
UPRIG~Ts support the LINTEL.

____ J
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F :i. su r'f.~ 4 - A Structured Concept

An individual concept (represented bs a shaded oval node) is a
particular instance of a seneric concept. Therefore, it satisfies the
reauirements of each of the seneric roles' facets with its instance
)"{):I. es (r(~)pl"E:~::.E)n'l:,(")db\:~j;;hi:>d(·:·)d~;.GuaT'('? nD(0)!;;.).,. In }"'i:l T't:i. cu l"1 T';'t.hf:)numi',:lt;!!r-
of satisfiel"s of each SeneT'ic l"D:l.emust aSl"ee with the number facet
fiSurinS there; and the value must be an individual instance of the
value/restl"ictiDn, as shDwn in fiSul"e 5.
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FiSure 5 - An Instance Concept

To sum UP, the diasram below CfiSure 6)
structu~e of aSeneric concept.

illustrates the internal
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CorefRoIe.

FiSure 6 - T~pical Internal Structure of a SI-Net Concept

Inti'!!t: i rrdi'v' :i.dual.:i.CJn
paraindividuation are essentiall~ subconcept-superconcept relations.
Roles are inherited intact from superconcepts in a subconcept, except in
two cases: particularization and differentiation of roles. The former
applies when some role facetCs) of the subconcept (also called
specialized concept) are modified (see fiSure 7), and the latter happens
when a role needs to be broken into several subroles (see fiSure 8),

ROLE
(FUfJLIION)

F'I<J NTI N v,/ DA.,.-rR~
C-Oi"\MA

ti
\I.l '.:1t>..
::>~ ~Do

..svMMAP-I?JNG.j DMOP;, ~1L-T10'"
L<>MMAfJJ2

FiSure 7 - Modified Role Inheritance
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